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Sep 21, Three must-have books about academic writing can help you to get to answer all of your questions about the
right way to format a paper in.

Sometimes, what seems obvious to you is a concept you must explain to your audience before they can grasp
your broader point. Literature reviews may be part of a larger piece of work, such as an extended essay, report
or dissertation, or may be a separate piece of work. Edit and proofread. This indicator is routinely computed
and reported in nearly all empirical papers to present descriptive statistics of study variables. Since you are
writing for experts in your industry, it is appropriate to use technical terms and jargon. Instead, we use he and
she at random when we refer to nouns such as student, scholar and reader representing a class. Monippally's
work on this book was done during his sabbatical leave from IIMA â€” The chapter illustrates the problems
created by writers who do not orient their text towards their readers. If you need help from a team of
experienced writers, get in touch with a custom academic writing service which will provide you with
high-quality original papers in any discipline. Academic writing is usually full of information, dates or figures,
all delivered with precision. The first step towards making our writing better is figuring out what the remote
readers expect of us. Brusaw, and Walter E. Other qualities expected in academic writing such as conciseness,
logical rigour and clarity also are discussed and illustrated. Oshima, A. This can be done by presenting your
thesis statement clearly in one or two sentences within the first paragraph or so of your assignment. The
chapter also briefly comments on the broad structure and contents of academic papers, theses and dissertations
that students write to fulfil course requirements while outlining some of the similarities and differences
between these works and conceptual papers and empirical papers. This is presented in the results section
before reporting the results of the main data analysis for hypothesis testing. Murray, N. An academic story is
almost like a creative story; the difference is that in a creative story, the writer starts from wherever he fancies
while in academic writing the writer joins a conversation that is going on among scholars. He is grateful to his
students, teaching whom provided him with the guidance [Page xviii]and insights that facilitated the work on
this book. If you are a post-doctoral writer, send off a paper for publication and see what happens! Most of
Mathukutty M. We are unable to give more details because we obtained permission to quote from them on
condition that we would not reveal the writers' names. Badrinarayan Shankar Pawar expresses his gratitude to
all those who suffered because of him and those for example, parents, brothers, teachers, colleagues, students
and spiritual mentors who helped him in various ways to be in a position to render this service to the academic
community. The essence of academic writing is making a claim or stating a thesis and supporting it with
evidence, which often consists of data or logical propositions. Also introduced are additional resources where
readers can get detailed and authoritative guidance on various aspects of providing citations. We also use the
plural forms such as students, scholars and readers, when convenient, to refer to members of both the genders.
If you can say something clearly and simply using small words, do so; don't be tempted to throw in longer or
more complicated words in an attempt to sound smarter.


